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	Over the past twenty years, changes in the business environment have profoundly

	affected cost accounting and cost management. A few examples of these changes

	are an increased emphasis on providing value to customers, total quality management,

	time as a competitive element, advances in information and manufacturing technology,

	globalization of markets, service industry growth, deregulation, and heightened

	awareness of ethical and environmental business practices. These changes are driven by

	the need to create and sustain a competitive advantage. For many firms, the information

	required to realize a competitive advantage can no longer be derived from a traditional

	cost management system. The traditional system relies on functional-based costing and

	control. In a functional-based system, costing and control are centered on organizational

	functions. Unfortunately, this functional-based approach often fails to provide information

	that is detailed, accurate, and timely enough to support the requirements of this new

	environment. This has resulted in the emergence of an activity-based cost management

	system. Typically, an activity-based cost management system is more detailed and more

	accurate than a functional-based cost management system and, thus, more costly to

	operate. Furthermore, the need to add a formal guidance mechanism to the new activitybased

	system has created a demand for strategic-based cost management. Thus, the new

	cost management system might be more accurately referred to as an activity- and strategicbased

	cost management system. The adoption of activity- and strategic-based cost management

	in many firms therefore suggests that in many cases the benefits of this more

	sophisticated system outweigh its costs. On the other hand, the continued existence and

	reliance on functional-based systems suggests the opposite for other firms.





	The coexistence of functional-based systems with activity- and strategic-based cost

	management systems necessitates the study of both systems, thus providing flexibility and

	depth of understanding. In creating a text on cost management, we had to decide how to

	design its structure. We believe that a systems approach provides a convenient and logical

	framework. Using a systems framework allows us to easily integrate the functional- and

	activity-based approaches in a way that students can easily grasp. Integration is achieved by

	developing a common terminology—a terminology that allows us to define each system and

	discuss how they differ. Then the functional and activity-based approaches can be compared

	and contrasted as they are applied to costing, control, and decision making. We believe this

	integration will allow students to appreciate the differences that exist between functionaland

	activity-based approaches. This integration is especially useful in the decision-making

	chapters, as it allows students to see how decisions change as the information set changes.

	For example, how does a make-or-buy decision change as we move from a functional-based,

	traditional cost management system to the richer, activity-based cost management system?

	Compared to the 5th edition, this text has been streamlined by combining and

	eliminating some materials. Notably, the coverage of environmental costs in Chapter 16

	is reduced and combined with Chapter 14. A new Chapter 16, on lean accounting, is

	instituted for this edition. The end-of-chapter exercises are also streamlined.

	Introduce your students to the dynamic, exciting nature of cost management as this edition demonstrates how today's conditions consistently require change in cost management systems. Hansen/Mowen/Guan's COST MANAGEMENT: ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL, Sixth Edition, first covers functional-based cost and control and then activity-based cost systems, giving students the understanding and skills to manage any cost management system. This edition's expansive coverage and consistent attention to technical detail provides a thorough, well-researched foundation for learning. It addresses the most recent influential topics and emerging processes affecting the discipline, including a new chapter on lean accounting and a focus on technology tools that positively impact internal costing practices.
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Server+ Certification BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The only guide you need for Server+ exam success … You're holding in your hands the most comprehensive and effective guide available for the CompTIA Server+ exam. Trevor Kay delivers incisive, crystal-clear explanations of every Server+ topic, highlighting exam-critical concepts and offering hands-on tips that can help you in your real-world...
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Professional Azure SQL Database Administration: Equip yourself with the skills you need to manage and maintain your SQL databases on the Microsoft cloudPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover how you can migrate a traditional on-premise SQL server database to a cloud-based solution with Microsoft Azure. Built with database administrators in mind, this book emulates different scenarios you might come across while working with large, complex SQL database migrations and provides solutions for effectively managing...
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Library World Records, second editionMcFarland, 2008
"This fascinating second edition of Library World Records...celebrates all aspects of library life, and lists the various world records in an orderly index that only a librarian could create...more than simply a comprehensive list of records: it is woven together with a strong and poignant sense of library history." --London...
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Introduction to Semiconductor Lasers for Optical Communications: An Applied ApproachSpringer, 2013

	This textbook provides a thorough and accessible treatment of semiconductor lasers from a design and engineering perspective. It includes both the physics of devices as well as the engineering, designing and testing of practical lasers. The material is presented clearly with many examples provided. Readers of the book will come to...
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Digital Games: Computers at Play (The Digital World)Chelsea House Publications, 2010

	In 2006, about 67 percent of Americans played video games using a computer or game console such as PlayStation, Xbox, or Wii. Video games have come a long way since they were developed in the 1970s. In the past, game programs used a computer-like gadget that could be connected to the television. The players would look at the image on the...
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Modern Data Access with Entity Framework Core: Database Programming Techniques for .NET, .NET Core, UWP, and Xamarin with C#Apress, 2018

	
		
			C# developers, here’s your opportunity to learn the ins-and-outs of Entity Framework Core, Microsoft’s recently redesigned object-relational mapper. Benefit from hands-on learning that will teach you how to tackle frustrating database challenges, such as workarounds to missing features in Entity Framework Core, and...
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